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A B S T R A C T

We present the optimization of a previously developed DNA quantification approach that now makes possible
the simultaneous detection of Q1a3a Native-American Y-chromosome haplogroup by means of real time-PCR
followed by high resolution melting (HRM) analysis. Genotyping is possible by differences in melting tem-
perature (Tm) of one specific Y-chromosome fragment (58bp long, included in the reaction cocktail) which
contains the M3-Q3 C/T polymorphism. The specific variant M3-Q3/T (Native-American lineage) has a Tm ≈
76 °C, whereas M3-Q3/C (non-Native-American) has Tm ≈ 77 °C. Fifty reference male DNA samples (blood and
muscle from autopsy) were analyzed. DNA concentration ranged from 0,01 to 28 ng/μL. Thirteen showed Native-
American signature (TmT=76,02 ± 0,04) while thirty-seven as non-Native-American (TmC = 77,13 ± 0,06).
These results were compared to those predicted from Y-STRs by White Athey´s on-line software. Casework
samples containing male DNA were quantified and successfully haplogrouped. The STRs profiles, subsequently
obtained, correlated well with quantitation results. This system represents an approach that provides valuable
information at early stages of genotyping process, and useful for choosing the most suitable Y-chromosome
database for statistical evaluations.

1. Introduction

Previous developments of quantification systems allowed us to ob-
tain an efficient tool to simultaneously quantify human DNA, detect
male DNA and estimate DNA degradation in one real time PCR reaction
followed by high resolution melt (HRM) using Syto9 chemistry [1–3].
Farther optimization of this approach allowed us to obtain additional
information for screening purposes. The possibility of obtaining genetic
data of forensic relevance in early stages of the genotyping process is a
key aspect to determining the most appropriate workflow: marker se-
lection, sample volume, DNA amplification cycling and capillary in-
jection protocols. Nowadays, human DNA quantification kits simulta-
neously provide information about gender and DNA degradation extent,
but none supply information concerning genetic ancestry. Ancestry
informative markers (AIMs) can provide valuable information in for-
ensic casework [4]. The knowledge of ancestral genetic information of a
male contributor to a forensic sample can provide investigative clues
such as assessing population of origin of the sample donor. However,
this genetic data is available after SNPs or Indels amplification and

capillary electrophoresis (CE) detection. Our development was im-
proved and now can discriminate Native American Y-chromosome
lineage from non-Native American haplogroup. Q1a3a Native-Amer-
ican Y-haplogroup (NA-Y-hg) is defined by the transition C/T at M3-Q3
SNP [5]. In this work we show how NA-Y-hg is diagnosed in the
quantification step by high resolution melting by analyzing reference
samples and evidences derived from real-life casework.

2. Materials, methods and techniques

2.1. Samples

Plexor® HY Male Genomic Standard DNA was used as male control
DNA to set up PCR conditions and test sensitivity, precision and cali-
bration curves reproducibility in five independent runs. Reference DNA:
human male muscle from autopsy and blood; saliva from human female
donor as female control. Evidence DNA: swabs and piece of clothes
derived from casework. NA-Y-hg control: blood from a Q1a3a Y-hg
male donor. Non NA-Y-hg control: blood from R1b Y-hg male donor
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(R1b is the most frequent non-NA-hg in Argentina).

2.2. DNA extraction

Performed with Maxwell instrument (Promega Corp. Madison, USA)
according to manufacturer´s instructions

2.3. Reagents and amplification conditions

25 μL final volume: 37.5 pmol Syto9(Invitrogen, USA), 1.25 units
GoTaq DNAPolymerase, 5X Colorless GoTaq Reaction Buffer, 3.75 μmol
4dNTPs mix (Promega), 1.7 mM Mg2+ and 2 μL sample DNA. Primers:
8.5 pmol Y-chromosome amplicon [6], 10 pmol short autosomal am-
plicon [2] ; 12.5 pmol long autosomal amplicon [2]. qPCR platform:
Mic qPCR Cycler (Bio Molecular SystemsⒸ Australia). Cycling condi-
tions: 94 °C 2min.; 37 cycles of 94 °C 15 seg., 57 °C 30 seg. and 72 °C 30
seg.; Melt from 70 °C to 90 °C at 0,1 °C/seg.

2.4. DNA quantification

The threshold cycle corresponding to the total fluorescence pro-
duced by the amplicon* is determined for each sample. A calibration
curve (50-0.016 ng/μL male Standard DNA) is amplified in parallel to
calculate the corresponding concentration (ng/μL). *Male DNA: 3
fragments (Y-chromosome/ short autosomal/ long autosomal) Female
DNA: 2 fragments (short autosomal/long autosomal) Short Tandem
Repeats markers (STRs) and Capillary Electrophoresis Autosomal STRs:
VeriFiler™ Express PCR Amplification Kit (Applied Biosystems™). Y-
chromosome STRs: PowerPlex® Y23 System (Promega). Cycler: Veriti®
96-Well Thermal Cycler (Applied Biosystems™). PCR amplifications
were performed according manufacturer protocol.

2.5. Software analysis

Mic qPCR Cycler software v.2.6.5 (Bio Molecular SystemsⒸ).
Genemapper® IDX v.1.5. (Applied Biosystems™). White Athey´s hap-
logroup predictor (http://www.hprg.com/hapest5/hapest5a/hapest5.
htm).

3. Results

Q1a3a Y-hg detection was made by means of HRM by typing M3-Q3
C/T SNP in which Thymine variant (NA-Y-hg) has specific melting
temperature (Tm) at ≈ 76 °C and Cytosine variant (non NA Y-hg) has a

Tm ≈ 77 °C. The system was able to amplify standard DNA from 50 to
0.016 ng/μL. Calibration curves showed good performance in five in-
dependent runs since the reaction slope (m) mean value=3.317 ±
0.055. Fifty male reference samples were quantified and ranged from
0.01 to 28 ng/μL. Thirteen were characterized as Native-American
(TmT=76.02 ± 0.04) while thirty-seven as non-Native-American
(TmC=77.13 ± 0.06). These results were contrasted with Y-STRs/
White Athey´s haplogroup predictor and both methods agreed
(Supplementary table). Fig. 1a shows melting profiles of DNAs controls,
males and female donors and how Q1a3a NA-Y-hg is discriminated.
Long and short autosomal fragments melting peaks (Tm≈ 83 °C; Tm≈
84.8 °C, respectively) are useful as quality indicators of DNA integrity
[2]. The ability to generate quality genetic profiles was demonstrated
by STRs results obtained after DNA markers amplification where DNA
template was normalized according to the quantification results of this
tool (Fig. 1b).

The analysis of DNA from evidence samples reveal the usefulness of
this diagnostic tool for Y-hg determination in challenging casework
samples: low DNA concentration, degraded DNA and mixture samples
where proportion of female component is greater than the male one
(Supplementary figure).

4. Discussion

We developed an HRM assay for detecting the Q1a3a haplogroup,
the Native-American Y signature. It is included in the same reaction of
DNA quantification and DNA degradation assessment step. Since the
melting temperature of the M3-Q3 SNP differs in 1 °C compared to that
shown by the non-NA-Y-hg, it constitutes a reliable approach to identify
Amerindian male signature in an early experimental step. The amplified
Y-amplicon is as small as 58 bp, therefore it would be potentially useful
to make the diagnosis in highly degraded DNA where conventional Y-
STRs failed. Moreover, time is saved compared to the use of online
haplogroup predictors that require Y-STRs amplification and each of
the allelic variants to be loaded into the on-line program. We propose
this system as a quick tool to detect Q1a3a haplogroup in forensic
samples for assisting in the selection of the most suitable Y-chromosome
database to avoid sub or over estimation of the corresponding Y-STRs
haplotype frequency.

5. Conclusion

We have incorporated a new determination into a previously de-
veloped quantification system. As far as we know is the first DNA

Fig. 1. a) Derivative Melt Curves Plot. Blue: Native-American Y-hg control (0.62 ng/μL); Orange: R1b Y-hg control (0.34 ng/μL); Violet: female DNA (1 ng/μL);
Green: male 1 DNA (6.70 ng/μL); Red: male 2 DNA (0.13 ng/μL); Black: Negative control. b) STRs results (VIC™ dye channel): From top to bottom male 1, male 2 and
female DNAs, respectively. Fr.: autosomal fragment (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article).
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quantification approach applicable to forensic casework that provides
ancestry data specific for male’s donors. We suggest HRM analysis to be
employed in quantification step as an alternative method to detect re-
levant genetic data in the forensic arena to better define the best gen-
otyping strategy to be adopted. It is a fast and sensitive tool that avoids
multi-tube operation. It is cost-effective and compatible with any real-
time platforms that allows melting analysis.
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Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary material related to this article can be found, in the

online version, at doi:https://doi.org/10.1016/j.fsigss.2019.09.119.
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